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Foreword and Acknowledgements
The Honorable Sonny Perdue,
Governor
The State of Georgia
Atlanta, GA 30334
December 1, 2003

Dear Governor Perdue,
In accordance with the provision set forth in State Senate Resolution 225, I am pleased
to submit to you the findings and recommendations of the Georgia China Future study
committee. This report represents the full proceedings of three public meetings and the
final recommendations of the committee for future trade and commerce with China.
The report includes an executive summary with key findings and recommendations of the
study. The summary is followed by the complete report with supporting materials and an
appendix that documents presentations and discussions of the public meetings. To the
best of our ability, all recommendations are based on current data as well as the best
practices of other states, universities and businesses.
As you know our study committee benefited from the voluntary contributions of our
business and academic community. We are especially grateful for the time and expertise
of Deloitte Consulting, Troutman Sanders, Arnall Golden Gregory, ALISIAS, Global Fax
and Monumental Tactical. We are equally appreciative of the interest and involvement of
the University of Georgia, Georgia State University and especially the China Research
Center at Kennesaw State University.
If you would like additional copies of this report, please contact me directly; portions of
the report are available on line at www.georgiachinafuture.com . I look forward to
discussing the summary recommendations with you and your staff at your earliest
convenience.
Respectfully,

Sam Zamarripa
State Senator
Chairman; Georgia China Future Study Committee
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Senate Resolution 225: The basic question
How to best position Georgia as China emerges in the global economy?
• What should we do as a state now that China has introduced billions of people into
the global economy?
• What are the big opportunities and key issues?
• What are our strengths and how can we organize to be a global leader and winner?

What we did
• We convened three public meetings: in Atlanta, Savannah and Athens; moderated
by business leadership with local and national content experts on U.S.-China business
• We conducted a strategic business and economic analysis of Georgia's current
exports to and imports from China
• We determined the scope and size of the market opportunity in China for Georgia
companies
• We prepared recommendations on the best possible strategy for Georgia to take
advantage of the market opportunity offered by China

ILL,
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Chinese economy faces long-term challenges
State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs): Two-thirds of the Chinese urban population is

employed by unprofitable SOEs supported by state banks. Some experts believe the
Chinese government may be reluctant to reduce trade barriers for fear of widespread
bankruptcies of SOEs.
Banking System: 50% of loans go to SOEs. It is believed Chinese banks may have

bad loans in excess of $250 billion. 75% of Chinese banks are insolvent and experience
widespread corruption.
Currency Peg: China "pegs" its currency, the Yuan, to the U.S. dollar for currency

stability. Some argue that the Yuan is significantly undervalued, making Chinese
exports to the U.S. cheaper and U.S. imports to China more expensive.

China faces medium and long-term challenges
Infrastructure: Inadequate energy and transportation systems pose serious problems
to China.
Agricultural System: China's agricultural system is highly inefficient and more

expensive than most of the world. Although China maintains current trade barriers to
protect its domestic grain market, entry into the WTO will reduce these dramatically.
China imports $1 billion in soybeans annually from the US.
Rule of Law: China is rapidly making laws consistent and transparent. However,
cultural practices of compliance with the law take longer to develop.
Social Problems: Rapid economic growth and reform has created challenges of

pollution and a lack of modern fiscal and tax systems. In addition to SARS, China has
a serious HIV/AIDS crisis. According to the U.N. in 2002, China was on the verge of
"catastrophe that could result in unimaginable suffering, economic loss and social
devastation" due to HIV/AIDS in China.

Market change equals opportunity
China has committed to reducing a number of tariffs on goods. Below are some of
the examples that would benefit Georgia:

Agricultural
Products

•
•

•
•
Textiles

•
•

Services

•
•

Tariffs reduced from an average of 22% to
15.8%
Tariff rate quotas implemented for sensitive
goods, including wheat, corn, rice, sugar,
and wool. In addition, a specific share of the
tariff quotas will be reserved for state
trading enterprises
Products imported by non -state enterprises
will be treated the same as products
Imported by state trading enterprises
Export subsidies eliminated

Through September 2003, Georgia
agriculture exports ha ve increased
288% from $67 million.

Tariffs reduced from an average of 25.4% to
11.7% through a five -year period,
A textile safeguard will be in effect until
December 31, 2008 to deal with the import
of Chinese-origin and import into WTO
member countries that disrupts the market
and threatens to impede the orderly
development of trade in these products.
It is anticipated that in the near -term,
services will be a key element in the balance
of trade in China.
Services include banking, ins urance,
professional services and
telecommunications

1. Georgia is the leading carpet
manufacturer in the world.
2. Georgia continues to lead in
technological advancements.
3. Georgia has the largest global
brands of textiles.
4. Our current textile companies are
already expanding loball .
Georgia excels in the services
economy.

(See Appendix for details)
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Georgia SWOT Analysis
Strengths

• Established global companies
The Coca Cola Company, The Home Depot, UPS,
GE Power Systems, AJC International, Delta
• Georgia Ports Authority capacity and growth
• Strong university system with China studies
programs and long standing relationship
with China
• 60,000+ local Chinese-American population in metro area
Weaknesses

• Unclear state identity/brand with China (b,e)
• Georgia is behind some states such as Washington,
California, and South Carolina
in developing relationships with China (b,c,e)
• Geographic location less convenient than west coast
Opportunities

• Capitalize on G8 Summit in Savannah (c,e)
• Better leveraging of company strategies to benefit Georgia
(a,d,g,h,i,j)
• Form "sister city" relationships (c,d)
• Create a Board of Regents China Research group to
strengthen inter-university cooperation (f)
Threats

• South Carolina
► state will have an office in China next year
► Charleston port and Haier plant (c)
• Louisiana
►

has a free trade zone (b,h)

►

Miami is threatening to become the base of
Chinese companies to do business in
South America (b,h)

►

Houston has a Chinese consulate (c)

• Florida

• Texas

The Public-Private Partnership as the market maker

•
•
•
••_

•

•

•
•
•
••-

governor
Senate & House
congressional
delegation
mayors

convener
communications
public Policy
trade
delegation
leader

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Fortune
500
trade
leaders
agraBusiness

•
•
•
•
•

manager
focus
funding
business
to
business
leadership

•
•
•
•

UGA
GT
GSU
KSU
Emory

research
relationship
exchange
student
leadership

•
•

GDITT
Dept. of
Commerce
• Georgia Ports
Authority
• Hartsfield
Jackson
• CDC
• implementation
• services
• institutional
marketing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Carter Center
The King Center
NACA/CBAA/ACP
GIVC
Southern Center
Olympic Leaders
Hemisphere Inc.

•
•

•

Jimmy Carter
Governor
Purdue
Mary Brown
Bullock
Andrew Young

•

content
expertise
event
coordination
conference
delegation host

•
•
•

face of Georgia
communications
advisor

•
•
•

•
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Public-Private Partnership
Create a structure that all constituents can share and help build the economic success
of Georgia

EIIT
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Foreign Direct Investment
Global business and political forces predispose China to FDI

• Multi-national companies are not bound by national boundaries
• Globalization requires regional hubs for distribution, marketing, etc.
• Balance of trade issues will be mitigated by FDI
• FDI into China creates surplus and capital for FDI abroad

China is already testing FDI in the United States

• South Carolina received a $40 million dollar investment from Haier, the largest
Chinese refrigerator maker
1 High level Chinese business delegation received in South Carolina
December 18, 2003
• Second purchasing delegation scheduled to tour Texas, Illinois and Florida
• Preparation for FDI is timely
• Chinese business leaders do not know the well-established advantages of Georgia:
marketing issues
• Chinese entrepreneurs will be the first movers in FDI: under the radar but generating
significant investment
• Open-door policy to Chinese will boost likelihood of FDI
• FDI requires increased promotion and targeted strategy
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Key Recommendations and Methods
Create a well organized business-led public-private partnership to expand commerce with China by:
• Positioning Georgia to secure the next Chinese consulate
• Providing key messages and materials for Georgia business leaders who travel to China
• Planning for Government-led delegation to China establishing a standard method and message for hosting delegations from China collaborating with existing university initiatives

Focus on near-term victories
• Set goals for expanding agricultural and textile exports
• Develop targeted marketing and communications plan for the Georgia brand and select
Georgia products and services to market
• Plan Georgia-China event to coincide with G8 hosted by Georgia-China partnership

Determine long-term investments based on returns
• Deepen sector analysis and market focus: university and GDITf driven
• Position for air passenger route expansion between China & Georgia: Delta
• Annual Georgia-China business forum: sector and geographic focus
• Position for foreign direct investment from China: build business case

n
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China's Complexities
Comment from China Business Author - Arne J. De Keijzer

The China trade remains complex. China has reformed its trade system... but not
quite. It's becoming more businesslike.., but not really. It touts an open door
policy and proclaims the ease of buying, selling, and investing.., but with a bucket
full of "ifs" and "excepts". China has a sorry human rights record and a rigid
political regime... but its version of a market economy is benefiting millions of its
citizens. Its economic policies are confusing, its laws incomplete.., but both trade
and investments are booming. Tales of business failures abound... but the
promise of market seems closer than ever to realization.
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China's Economic Engine
Time
Period
1960-1978 (Pre-reform)
1979-2002 (Post-reform)
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003*

Avg Annual
% Growth
5.3
9.3
3.8
9.3
14.2
13.5
12.7
10.5
9.7
8.8
7.8
7.1
8
7.3
8
8.2

*First half of 2003 over previous period in 2002
Source: Official Chinese government data

China's Position

Economic Performance

2

17

12

1

Government Efficiency

9

16

19

2

Business Efficiency

24

25

19

1

Infrastructure

17

29

27

1

Overall

12

24

20

1

Source: IMD World Competitiveness Yearbook 2003
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What do the numbers say?
• The pace of China's development in the past 20 years was unprecedented and unanticipated (averaged GDP growth double of U.S.)
• China still presents an open field with relatively few entrenched companies
• Domestic market size of 600 million (out of 1.3 billion) consumers with disposable
income. 420 million Chinese have telephones and more than 600 million use the
Internet
• Relatively low labor cost
• Global trade with China increased 21.8% over 2001
• Chinese imports and exports increased 20 percent
• China is the seventh largest global economy, the fourth largest manufacturer of
exports
• Trade with the U.S. has increased 18%; China represents the fastest growing
import market to the U.S.
• China is Georgia's seventh largest export market with the Savannah port the sixth
largest in the U.S. and one of the fastest growing
• Georgia has the opportunity to establish rules of the game and create "early mover"
advantage

What
t

d ci

e s this mean

?

• U.S. insurance companies and banks will benefit from the now open Chinese market
(e.g. Citibank issues credit cards in China)
• The U.S. has already outsourced much of its manufacturing to China
• Within 10 years, China's GDP is expected to surpass Japan's
• Demise of the state owned economy and the rise of privatization
• Deregulation of the world trading system and more global competition (WTO) and
the expansion of global capital market and foreign direct investment
• U.S. resources in banking, insurance, services and energy are new areas for China;
many are based in Georgia
• R&D and marketing on the Georgia side and manufacturing on the China side
• China is becoming increasingly dependent on imports of agricultural products, particularly feed grains, where "Chinese agriculture is inefficient, its products expensive
and it will not be able to compete on the international market"
o

The size and scale of China's market demand will change existing mature industry
structures

• New technologies will create new industries and displace current entrenched leaders
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Other things to note
• China's gross domestic product has increased by more than 10% per year for the
last 25 years
• Literacy is increasing, in contrast with other agrarian societies
• Despite its recession, China is training more engineers and scientists than the U.S.,
making new investments in science, technology and education
• The number of Chinese traveling abroad doubled from five million in 2001 to 10
million in 2002
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Were are we now?
State Exports: All Commodities

it

1 Texas
2 California
3 New York
4 Washington
5 Uns ecified
6 Michi an
7 Ohio
8 Illinois
9 Florida
10 Louisiana
11 New Jerse
].2.
Massachusetts
13 Pennsylvania
14 Indiana
15 North Carolina

16 Georgia
18 Tennessee
19 Virginia
21 Kentucky
25 South
Carolina
27 Alabama
34 Mississippi
40 West Virginia

$
$
$
$
$
$

780 418
103,865
119 640
42,895
32,214
58,453
33 845
26,322
31,437
26 542
16 814
18 937

$731,025
$94,995
$106,776
$42,172
$34,928
$41,505
$32,365
$27,094
094
$30,434
$27,184
$16,588
$18,945

$693,257
$95,369
$92,214
$36,976
$34,626
$34,467
$33,775
27 723
$25,686
$24,544
$17,566
$17,001

100
13.31
15.33
5.49
4.13
7.49
4.34
3.37
4.03
3.40
2.15
2.39

100
12.99
14.61
5.77
4.78
5.68
4.43
7.71
4.16
3.72
2.27
2.59

100
13.76
13.30
5.33
4.99
4.97
4.87
4.00
3.71
3.54
2.53
2.45

-5.17
0.42
-13.64
-12.32
-0.86
-16.96
4.35
2.32
-15.60
-9.71
5.89
-10.26

20,514
18,792
15,385

$17,490
$17,433
$14,365

$16,707
$15,767
$14,923

2.63
2.41
1.97

2.39
2.38
1.97

2.41
2.27
2.15

-4.47
-9.55
3.88

17,945

$16,798

$14,718

2.30

2.30

2.12

-12.38

$14,925

$14,643

$14,412

1.91

2.00

2.08

-1.58

11,591
11,698
9,612

$11,320
$11,630
$10,488

$11,621
$10,795
$10,606

1.49
1.50
1.23

1.55
1.59
1.24

1.68
1.56
1.53

2.66
-7.18
17.23

8,565
7,317
2,725
2,219

$9,956
$7,570
$3,557
$2,911

$9,656
$8,266
$3,058
$2,237

1.10
0.94
0.35
0.28

1.36
1.04
0.49
0.31

1.39
1.19
0.44
0.32

-3.01
9.20
-14.04
-0.17

Source:
www.gtis.com
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Uniquely Positioned
• We are already global
• Georgia Ports Authority is the sixth busiest port in the U.S. and is positioned to
increase transport with direct rail hubs
• Georgia and Atlanta are bidding for the Free Trade Area of the Americas; if this
represents 800 million consumers and a GDP of $14 trillion, then China is a critical
target as well, totaling $9 trillion and 1.3 billion consumers

14

1400

12

1200
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1000

8

800

6

600

4

400

2

200

0

0

Consumers

❑ China
❑ The Americas
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Our Situation
• 2002 Imports*: The total dollar value of imports from mainland China into the
Savannah district ranks sixth among U.S. Customs districts during the first 10
months of 2002
• 2000 Exports to China**: Georgia ranked 16th among U.S. states in total exports
to China
• 23rd among the states in agriculture and livestock products
►

19th in animal production and

► 21st in crop production

• 14th in manufactured goods
► second in non-metallic mineral manufacturing
► second in paper products
► fifth in printing and related products
► eighth in wood products
► fourth in non-apparel textile products
►

ninth in apparel manufactures

Sources:
* Georgia Department of Industry, Trade and Tourism
** U.S. Department of Commerce
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Our Situation

L

nville
mi

.
:

Memphis
Nashville

Seattle

San Francisco

Atlanta
Savannah

1.

•

As':

Georgia was ranked low in the following areas due to environmental policy,
crime, and infrastructure:
Infrastructure - 46th

Technology - 40th

Human Resources - 38th

Institutions - 37th

Source: Metro Area and State Competitiveness Report 2002
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Why Georgia?
• Some of the earliest business pioneers to China were Georgia-based companies like
Coca-Cola and Portman Architects. Others have built similar relationships, including
UPS, The Home Depot and AJC International
• Georgia has a strong agricultural base, and post World Trade Organization tariff
reductions will benefit the Georgia agricultural economy
• China is the sixth largest market for U.S. agricultural products
• Georgia is the second largest exporter of paper products
• Georgia has the third largest ports (Georgia Ports Authority) in the U.S. with dual
CSX and Norfolk Southern railways to provide excellent distribution
• There is a strong Atlanta base for training Chinese entrepreneurs, such as Georgia
Tech, GSU, Kennesaw State University, UGA, and Emory University
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Leadership that Changed Georgia

2000s

aLegies
1990s
I Committee
ames
1980s
) oicies
1970s

1960s

1950s

1940s

Georgia Growth
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Georgia China: Matched Opportunities
China has committed to reducing a number of tariffs on goods. Below are some of
the examples that would benefit Georgia.

Agricultural
Products

•
•

•

•
Textiles

•
•

Services

•

•

Tariffs reduced from an average of 22% to
15.8%
Tariff rate quotas implemented for sensitive
goods, including wheat, corn, rice, sugar,
and wool. In addition, a specific share of the
tariff quotas will be reserved for state
trading enterprises
Products imported by non -state enterprises
will be treated the same as products
imported by state trading enterprises
Export subsidies eliminated

Through September 2003, Georgia
agriculture exports ha ve increased
288% from $67 million.

Tariffs reduced from an average of 25.4% to
11.7% through a five -year period,
A textile safeguard will be in effect until
December 31, 2008 to deal with the import
of Chinese-origin and import into WTO
member countries that disrupts the market
and threatens to impede the orderly
development of trade in these products.
It is anticipated that in the near -term,
services will be a key element in the balance
of trade in China.
Services include banking, Ins urance,
professional services and
telecommunications

1. Georgia is the leading carpet
manufacturer in the world.
2. Georgia continues to lead in
technological advancements.
3. Georgia has the largest global
brands of textiles.
4. Our current textile companies are
already expanding loball .
Georgia excels in the services
economy.

(See Appendix for details)
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Why now?
• Tariffs will fall in the telecommunications and insurance industries and will be open
to investment
• Production and trade indicate a booming Chinese economy
• Structural change to the Chinese economy and use of the Internet in conducting
business are helping China grow
• Entrepreneurs and capitalists are becoming more accepted by the Chinese
Communist Party, allowing privatization to grow; the Party is looking for foreign
investors
• China is seen by many businesses as Japan was in the 1970s
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Georgia SWOT Analysis
Strengths
• Established global companies
The Coca Cola Company, The Home Depot, UPS,
GE Power Systems, AJC International, Delta
• Georgia Ports Authority capacity and growth
• Strong university system with China studies
programs and long standing relationship
with China
• 60,000+ local Chinese-American population in metro area
Weaknesses
• Unclear state identity/brand with China (b,e)
• Georgia is behind some states such as Washington,
California, and South Carolina
in developing relationships with China (b,c,e)
• Geographic location less convenient than west coast
Opportunities
• Capitalize on G8 Summit in Savannah (c,e)
• Better leveraging of company strategies to benefit Georgia
(a,d,g,h,i,j)
• Form "sister city" relationships (c,d)
• Create a Board of Regents China Research group to
strengthen inter-university cooperation (f)
Threats
• South Carolina
► state will have an office in China next year
► Charleston port and Haier plant (c)
• Louisiana
►

has a free trade zone (b,h)

►

Miami is threatening to become the base of
Chinese companies to do business in
South America (b,h)

►

Houston has a Chinese consulate (c)

• Florida

• Texas
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Stakeholder rohh

•
•
•
_

•

governor
Senate & House
congressional
delegation
mayors

•
•
•

Fortune
500
trade
leaders
agraBusiness

•
•
•
•
•

UGA
GT
GSU
KSU
Emory

.
•
•
•
•

• •
••.

•

•
•
•

convener
communications
public Policy
trade
delegation
leader

• manager
• focus
• funding
• business
to
business
leadership

• research
• relationship
• exchange
• student
leadership

GDITT
Dept. of
Commerce
Georgia Ports
Authority
Hartsfield
Jackson

•
•
•
•
.
•
•

The Carter Center
The King Center
NACA/CBAA/ACP
GIVC
Southern Center
Olympic Leaders
Hemisphere Inc.

•
•

•

content
expertise
event
coordination
conference
delegation host

• face of Georgia
• communications
• advisor

•
•

Jimmy Carter
Governor
Purdue
Mary Brown
Bullock
Andrew Young

CDC

• Implementation
• services
• institutional

•

marketing

•
•
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Public Private Partnership
Create a structure that all the constituents can share and build for the economic
success of Georgia.

Business leaders fund and
forecast opportunities for
market demand and capitalize

Guide and direct the public
policies and to call action

To establish and drive individual
trade and to capitalize

Create research that companies
and agencies fund

Areas of Strategy and Synergy

Generate
economic
growth and
jobs

• Georgia needs

• Chine needs to develop

to create more
jobs
•
•

Profitability

Decrease cost of
goods sold
• Sell more
consumer goods
products to the
China market

•

•

•

branded and OEM products
targeted to the U.S.
Need to attract foreign
investment
Need to learn from U.S. on
business, technology, tax and
other advanced business
issues
Need to continue to be the
"World's Factory" to meet
demand of global capacity and
domestic needs
Need to adhere to WTO tariff
commitments

•

•

•

•

•

•

Develop
Georgia /
Atlanta
attractiveness

•

Expanding
markets through
new China
partnerships

•

Business planning and
strategy to determine which
companies could benefit
Build plants in Georgia for
assembly from China
manufacturing
Increased
AG/banking/services
industry
Public-private group would
help Georgia companies
develop China sourcing and
selling strategies
Increase Georgia Ports
Authority activity and
revenues (and trickle)
Increased
AG/banking/services
industry

Do not know who Georgia is nor • Extended enterprise services
our capabilities
• Supply chain optimization
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Best Practices/Win-Win
Principles for Success
• Develop a government-led public-private initiative
• Match Georgia's strengths with China's needs
• Deploy an integrated service model
• Define a phased approach - selected industries with specific China provinces
• Flexibility, speed and strategy
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Next Steps
• Georgia has highlights and "low-lights" when it comes to trade with China. If
Georgia goods are to compete and gain a prominent status in China, a coordinated
effort is a must
• The effort will need to include input from the Georgia Department of Agriculture,
Georgia Department of Industry, Trade, and Tourism; Georgia Ports Authority, the
University System of Georgia, and Georgia companies.
• This public-private partnership can create a gateway to China from which all citizens
of Georgia can benefit
• If Georgia is serious about trade with China, we must organize quickly, or we will be
left out
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SR 225: Final Recommendation-as and Methods
Create a well organized business-led public-private partnership to expand
commerce with China by:
• Positioning Georgia to secure the next Chinese consulate
• Providing key messages and materials for Georgia business leaders who travel to
China
• Planning for government-led delegation to China
• Establishing a standard method and message for hosting delegations from China
• Collaborating with existing university initiatives

Focus on near-term vkfodes
• Set goals for expanded agricultural and textile exports
• Develop targeted marketing and communications plan for the Georgia brand and
select Georgia products and services to market
• Plan Georgia-China event hosted by Georgia China Partnership to coincide with G8
Summit
• Determine long-term investments based on returns
• Deepen sector analysis and market focus: University and GDITT driven
• Position for air passenger rout expansion between China and Georgia: Delta
• Annual Georgia-China business forum: sector and geographic focus
• Position for foreign direct investment from China: build business case
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Foreign Direct Investment
Global business and political forces predispose China to FDI

• Multi-national companies are not bound by national boundaries
• Globalization requires regional hubs for distribution, marketing, etc.
• Balance of trade issues will be mitigated by FDI
• FDI into China creates surplus and capital for FDI abroad

China is already testing FDI in the United States

• South Carolina received a $40 million dollar investment from Haier, the largest
Chinese refrigerator maker
• Second purchasing delegation originally scheduled to tour Texas, Illinois and Florida
canceled due to steel trade tariffs
• Preparation for FDI is timely
• Chinese business leaders do not know the well-established advantages of Georgia:
marketing issues
• Chinese entrepreneurs will be the first movers in FDI: under the radar but generating
significant investment
• Open-door policy to Chinese will boost likelihood of FDI
• FDI requires increased promotion and targeted strategy
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GEORGIA-CHINA FUTURE
COORDINATING COMMITTEE
SUMMARY OF FACT-FINDINGS

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Georgia-China future initiative is about how to best position Georgia as China
emerges in the global economy. The Georgia China Future Coordinating Committee, authorized
by SR 225, conducted a strategic business and economic analysis of Georgia's current exports to
and imports from China, and determined the scope and size of the market opportunity in China
for Georgia companies. The committee believes that the following recommendations form the
best possible future strategy for Georgia to take advantage of the market opportunity offered by
China.
Georgia should create a well organized business-lead public-private partnership to
expand commerce with China by
• Positioning Georgia to secure the next Chinese Consulate
• Providing key messages and materials for Georgia business leaders who travel to
China
• Planning for Government lead delegation to China
• Establishing a standard method and message for hosting delegations from China
• Collaborating with existing university initiatives
Georgia should take a few actions aimed at achieving near-term victories:
• Set goals for expanded agricultural and textile exports
• Develop targeted marketing and communications plan for the Georgia Brand and
select Georgia products and services to market
• Plan Georgia China event to coincide with G-8 summit
Georgia should also emphasis on long-term investments based on returns:
• Deeper sector analysis and market focus: University and GDITT driven
• Position for passenger air rout expansion between China & Georgia: Delta
• Annual Georgia China business forum : sector and geographic focus
• Position for Foreign Direct Investment from China: build business case
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2.

DEFINING OUR MISSION - BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides a perspective of the Georgia China Future Resolution and the
Georgia-China Future initiative.

2.1

What does China mean

The speed at which China has transformed its economy since 1979, particularly since
1999, is amazing. Within the frame work of the Georgia-China future initiative, three leading
experts on China offered their views on what China means: Mary Brown Bullock, President of
Agnes Scott College in Decatur, Georgia; Clarence Kwan, Deputy Managing Partners, China
Services Group, Deloitte Consulting, New York, New York; and Penny Prime, Director of the
China Research Center, Professor, Department of Economics and Finance, Michael J. Coles
College of Business, Kennesaw State University, Kennesaw, Georgia.

Mary Brown Bullock
Dr. Mary Brown Bullock, president of Agnes Scott College in Decatur, Georgia, is a
nationally well known China expert. Ms. Bullock delivered the keynote speech in the first public
forum of the Georgia-China Future initiative. In her keynote address in the first Georgia-China
Future forum, Ms. Bullock noted that China is the "global economic elephant in our living
room," and that the economic potential for trade with China is important, so will be the potential
social and educational impact. Specifically, Ms. Bullock noted that:
• In spite of SARS and AIDS, the gross domestic product of China has increased by
more than 10 % per year for the last 25 years.
•

Literacy in China is increasing, in contrast with other agrarian societies.

• China is training more engineers and scientists than the United States. The country is
making new investments in science, technology and education, in spite of the
recession.
• The number of Chinese traveling abroad doubled from five million in 2001 to 10
million in 2002.
• US insurance companies and banks will benefit from the now-open Chinese banking
and insurance market.
• The US has outsourced manufacturing to China.
• With the emergence of China as an economic power, a new Chinese society is
emerging with the capacity to drive the global economic engine.
• Urban per capita income is $1000 per year in China.
• Chinese consumer consumption is increasing — 420 million Chinese have telephones
and over 600 million use the Internet.
• Global trade with China increased 21.8 % in 2002 over 2001.
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• Chinese imports and exports increased 20 %.
• China is the seventh largest global economy, the fourth largest manufacturer of exports.
• Trade with the US has increased 18% and China represents the fastest growing import
market to the US.
• The US has a $83 billion trade deficit with China.
• Within 10 years, China's GDP will pass that of Japan.
• The US competencies in banking, insurance, services and energy are new areas for
China.
Clarence Kwan
Clarence Kwan is the keynote speaker of the second Georgia-China Future forum. In Mr.
Kwan's keynote address, he noted that China is the manufacturing center of the world.
Specifically, Mr. Kwan stated that:
• China has dominated the production of shirts, shoes, toys and hardware tools since the
1990s.
• China is the world's leading producer of DVD players (60%), cameras (50%), air
conditioners and color TVs (30%), washing machines (25%), and refrigerators (20%).
• China accounts for 36.5% of the world's desk top personal computer market.
• China has nearly quadrupled its per capita GDP in roughly 20 years. There are 30 or so
provincial level political subdivisions in China; however, five of which (Shanghai,
Beijing, Tianjin, Zhejiang, and Guangdong), with only 12.85% of China's population,
account for 28.18% of its GDP; 66.68% of its total exports and imports; and 51.56% of
its foreign direct investment. The purchasing power of this segment of the Chinese
population - about 140 million people - is many times higher than the national average
and is much closer to that of ours.
• According to the 2003 IMD World Competitiveness Yearbook, China ranked 12 th in
overall competitiveness and the U.S. ranked number one. The ranking categories
included economic performance, government efficiency, business efficiency, and
infrastructure.
• There is clearly an incentive for the Chinese government to capitalize on the better
business environment in the U.S.
Penny Prime and the China Research Center

Dr. Penny Prime is the head of the China Research Center, a consortium of scholars
based in various educational and research institutions in Georgia. At the committee's request,
Dr. Prime and the China Research Center provided valuable written background information to
the committee. In these materials, Dr. Prime and her colleagues at the China Research Center
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predicted that in the years to come, China will become, or will continue to be, all of the
following:
• World's low-cost manufacturing center
• An outsourcing site
• A domestic market of 1.2 billion people
• A service center
• Home of multinational companies who will invest
• Emerging center of research, development and design

2.2

WTO and other major recent events defining China

All of the above comments suggest that China is a very much different country than the
China that we knew five years ago. The committee therefore examined a few recent events
defining China:

Major events
China's successful launch of the "Shenzhou 5" manned space vessel, and its safe return,
no doubt will boost China's confidence as an emerging world power. However, the committee
finds that the following recent events, which help to define and re-define China, are more
relevant to Georgia in understanding business opportunities:
• Despite the SARS epidemic, China's GDP continues to grow at a rate of 8.5 for the first
9 months of 2003. This demonstrates China's important role as a world economic growth
engine that is important in the current world wide recovery from our last recession.
• China's accession to the World Trade Organization provides more opportunities to more
U.S. companies.
• Development of Shanghai, evidenced by Shanghai's selection as the site of the 2010
World Expo, demonstrates that China will ultimately become more than a worldwide
production center, but a market with tremendous spending power.
• Beijing's selection as the site of the 2008 Olympics may creates opportunities for a
limited number of cities, including Atlanta, that have recently hosted Olympic games.
• China is now the world's fourth largest trading nation.

Effect of WTO accession
Mr. Bing Wang is an attorney with the Hong Kong office of the Atlanta law firm of
Troutman Sanders. Mr. Wang has extensive legal experience in China. Mr. Wang attributes
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increased economic activity between the US and China to China's joining the WTO. There
are several factors that highlight China's increased economic activity with the US:
o The reduction of the average tariff rate;
o Opening of more industries to foreign investment (banking, insurance,
telecommunications, greater scope of retail companies, products and services
in areas in which the US is strong);
o Foreign investment manufacturing companies can now export products
manufactured by other companies and by Chinese companies to the
international market. Further, by the end of 2004, China has made the
commitment to end all trade restrictions;
o The legal regime and the legislative process in China have become more
transparent, more timely and more responsive to feedback from Chinese
citizens and businesses; and
o The Chinese government has altered the way in which it administers its laws.
The Chinese government no longer exercises very broad power and discretion
in the application and implementation of laws and regulations. The
government is now much more responsive to those whom it regulates. For
example, new licensing regulations have decreased the amount of discretion
available to the government at the enforcement level.

2.3

The Georgia Advantage

In her keynote address in the first Georgia-China Future forum, Dr. Mary Brown Bullock
noted that:
• Some of the earliest business pioneers to China were Georgia-based companies like
Coca-Cola and Portman Architects.
• Georgia has a strong agricultural base, and post World Trade Organization tariff
reductions will favorably impact the Georgia agricultural economy.
• There is a strong Atlanta base for training Chinese entrepreneurs.
• The Savannah port is the sixth largest in the US and is one of the fastest growing.
• China is Georgia's seventh largest export market.
• China is the sixth largest market for US agricultural products.
• Georgia is the second largest exporter of paper products.
• California, Washington DC, New York and Georgia are ranked in that order for
Chinese training of engineers, CIOs, CFOs.
• One of Georgia's greatest assets is its China Research Center helped by Kennesaw
State University and many other great institutions.
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• Georgia can develop good trade relationships based on trusted, close personal
relationships.
• Challenge : Georgia lacks a clear identity with China. It is known for "Gone with the
Wind" and the 1996 Summer Olympics.
• Opportunity : Collaboration between Georgia and China for China's Olympics in
2008.
In the second Georgia-China Future forum, Clarence Kwan analyzed how competitive is
Georgia within the U.S. Mr. Kwan noted the following facts:
• Georgia as a state ranked 40 th overall in a 2002 Metro Area and State Competitiveness
Report conducted by the Beacon Hill Institute, but Atlanta as a metro area ranked 12 th
overall. The report used the following nine categories to make these rankings:
government and fiscal policies; finance and cost; domestic competition; openness;
infrastructure; human resources; security; and technology.
• The ranking shows that there are some tactics that we can work on to create an enabling
business environment.
2.4

Who are Georgia's competitors

In the second Georgia-China Future forum, Ms. Kathe Falls of GDITT shared her
experience with attracting foreign investment to Georgian, and noted that, while Georgia is
sometimes successful in attracting foreign investment, Alabama, Tennessee, Florida and South
Carolina have in the past attracted foreign investment projects where the investors also
considered Georgia.
In the third Georgia-China Future Forum, Mr. Xia Lan, Chief of Export/Import
Technology Division, Provincial Department of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation of
Sichuan Province, China, indicated that although California and the State of Washington may
currently have more economic collaboration with China's Sichuan Province, there is much
potential to develop economic relationships with the State of Georgia.
The committee believes that one state in the Southeast United States will become the hub
in attracting business from China, and that hub should be Georgia. Georgia must leverage China
and not be left behind. The purpose of Senate Resolution 225 is to determine how to best
position Georgia to engage, in a business and academic sense, in trade relations with China.
Georgia must be a key benefactor of the emergence of China into the world trading arena.
2.5

Timing and the risk of no action
A Unique time window

In her keynote address at the first Georgia-China Future forum, Mary Brown Bullock
addressed why Georgia must act now. Shoe noted that:
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1) China entered the WTO in 2002.
2) Tariffs will fall, and the telecommunications and insurance industries, for example,
will be open to investment Production and trade indicate a booming economy in
China. Structural change to the Chinese economy and use of the Internet in
conducting business are helping to grow China.
.

3) Entrepreneurs and capitalists are becoming more accepted by the Chinese Communist
Party and privatization is growing The Party is looking for foreign investors.
.

4) US/China relations are as stable as they are likely to become and since
September 11, 2001, and with the situation in North Korea these relations have
exhibited a new level of maturity.
,

,

Accelerated business cycle
With the Internet and the development of technology the China-Georgia business cycle
will be much compressed and accelerated. In the welcoming remarks at the third Georgia-China
Future forum Dr. Art Dunning, Associate Provost of University of Georgia indicated that the
term globalization is being used more frequently People are becoming more interconnected
than ever. For example 10 years ago it took three hours to place a call to China manually
through several layers of human operator assistance while today communication with China is
instantaneous on a Blackberry Wireless device or over the Internet Dr. Dunning believes that
the Georgia China Future coordinating committee is showing great foresight by attempting to
place Georgia at the forefront of economic opportunity in engagement with China.
,

,

"

,

"

.

,

,

,

.

-

From 1973 to 2003, Georgia's economic relationship has experienced a full business
cycle, form the beginning to its peak In this 30-year period Japanese investment in Georgia
contributed greatly to our economy In 1973, no one could have envisioned what Japan would
have become in the 1980s. Thus, it takes visionary leaders to seize the opportunity. The
committee believes that it may take only 10-15 years to complete the Chinese investment and
trade business cycle form start to peak. If we act 10 years from now we may have missed the
entire opportunity.
.

,

.

,

2.6

SR 225 - the Georgia China Future Resolution

It is against this background that Georgia s senate passed SR 225 SR 225 authorizes the
establishment of the coordinating committee who prepared this report and the three public
forums in which experts provided the facts and information serving as the basis of this report.
The three forums are held as follows:
'

.

,

The First Georgia China Future Forum was held on October 1 at Georgia State
University, Atlanta, Ga. The focus of this first forum was current trade and economic overview.
Dr. Mary Brown Bullock President of Agnes Scott College, was the keynote speaker. Panelists
included:
-

,
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Mr. Sam Williams , President, the Metro Atlanta Chamber of Commerce
Mr. Thierry Murad , Trading Manager, AJC International, Inc:
Dr. Timothy Mescon , Dean, Michael J. Coles College of Business, Kennesaw State

University
Mr. Jeremy Faa , Director of Business Planning and Executive Assistant to the EVP Asia

Group, The Coca Cola Company,
Ms. Kelly Norman , International Marketing Manager: Corporate, United Parcel Services
Mr. Byron Hock , Director of Trade Development, The Georgia Ports Authority
Mr. James Tiles President, Mohawk Carpet
,

Mr. John Davis , Director of International Sales, Shaw Industries
Mr. Brent Danielson , Manager of Asian Promotions, USA Poultry and Egg Export

Council
Mr. John Ling , hlternational Trade Development Manager, South Carolina Department of

Commerce
Mr. Bing Wang , Attorney, Hong Kong, Troutman Sanders LLP
Mr. George Lancaster , Managing Director, International Business Development, the

Americas Mart
Dr. Richard Sutton , Senior Advisor for Academic Affairs and Director of International

Programs, Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia: Office of international
Education
Dr. Penny Prime , Director of the China Research Center, Professor, Dept. of Economics

and Finance, Michael J. Coles College of Business, Kennesaw State University
The Second Georgia-China Future Forum was held on October 22 in the Georgia Port
Authority Administrative Training Room, Savannah, Ga. The focus of the second forum was
national best practices and models.
Mr. Clarence Kwan , Deputy Managing Partner, Chinese Services Group, Deloitte

Consulting, New York, New York, delivered the keynote speech.
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Panelists included:
Dr. Penny Prime , Director of the China Research Center, Professor, Department of

Economics and Finance, Michael J. Coles College of Business, Kennesaw State
University
Dr. Susan Walcott , Professor of Anthropology and Geography, Georgia State University
Dr. Dan Durning , Director of the International Center of Democratic Governance, Carl

Vinson Institute of Government, University of Georgia
Dr. Rick Sutton , Senior Advisor for Academic Affairs and Director of International
Programs, Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia
Ms. Kathe Falls , Director of International Trade, Georgia Department of Industry, Trade

and Tourism
Mr. Daniel Rowe , President of the Georgia Tourism Alliance
Ms. Lani Wong , Chair, Atlanta Chapter of the National Association of Chinese

Americans
Mr. George Lancaster , Managing Director International Business Development, The

Americas Mart
Mr. Jianbin Li , Consul (Economic and Commercial), Consulate General of the People's

Republic of China in Houston
The Third Georgia-China Future Forum was held on November 4 at The Carl Vision

Institute, University of Georgia, Athens, Ga. The Third forum focused on recommendations.
Before the forum programs, the committee interviewed a Guest Delegation from Sichuan
Province of China. The guest delegation was comprised of public managers from the Sichuan
Province of China involved in international trade, including a Vice-Manager of a Planning
Department, a Vice-Division Chief of an Economics Department, and Mr. Xia Lan, Division
Chief of Export/Import Technology Department of the Provincial Department of Foreign Trade
and Economic Cooperation. Mr. Lan was the most senior of the three.
The Panelists of the third Georgia-China Future forum were:
Dr. Dan Durning , Director of the International Center of Democratic Governance, Carl

Vinson Institute of Government, University of Georgia
Ms. Kathe Falls , Director of International Trade, Georgia Department of Industry, Trade

and Tourism
Dr. John Garver , Professor, Sam Nunn School for International Affairs, Georgia Institute

of Technology
Mr. George Lancaster , Managing Director, International Business Development, The

Americas Mart
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Dr. Penny Prime, Director of the China Research Center, Professor, Department of
Economics and Finance, Michael J. Coles College of Business, Kennesaw State
University
Ms. Renee Rosenheck, Assistant Director, International Trade Division Marketing and
Exporting Abroad
Mr. Daniel Rowe, President of the Georgia Tourism Alliance
Dr. Richard Sutton, Senior Advisor for Academic Affairs and Director of International
Programs, Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia, Office of International
Education
Ms. Lani Wong, Chair, Atlanta Chapter of the National Association of Chinese
Americans
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3. EXPLORING A NEW MARKETPLACE - A SURVEY OF EXISTING
GEORGIA-CHINA ECONOMIC TIES, OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
Georgia is well-positioned to be the beneficiary of the economic and cultural benefits of
China's expanding role in the international economic arena due to our universities, research
centers and international companies.

3.1

Opportunities - Export

Exportation of our products is probably the most visible benefit as a result of a closer
commercial relationship with China.

The Coca-Cola Company
Mr. Jeremy Faa is Director of Business Planning and Executive Assistant to the EVP
Asia Group, The Coca-Cola Company. In the first Georgia-China Future forum, Mr. Faa
provided background about the Coca-Cola Company's business in China. The Coca-Cola
Company was among the first to return to China in 1979 after the "open door" policy began.
Even though the company has only been in China for 24 years, China is already the seventh
largest market for the company worldwide, and it is growing at a double-digit rate.
o The Chinese population is the biggest in the world, but the Chinese economy, as
measured by the gross domestic product is just the sixth largest. The Chinese
population is more than six times bigger than the US, but the economy is about
eight times smaller. This means that the Chinese market has not been saturated
and that there still is room to grow.
o As the Chinese economy continues to grow, as industrialization increases, and
productivity rises, and the level of education improves, hundreds of millions of
Chinese will be able to afford products they have never had before.
Mr. Faa explained that as the Chinese economy grows, the opportunities for the
Coca-Cola Company increase. The Chinese middle class is growing fast and they are the ones
who can afford to drink Coca-Cola products. He highlighted the Coca-Cola Company's
marketing strategy in China; it is moving beyond carbonated beverages, looking for more
opportunities in the China market.
Mr. Faa described the three key initiatives at the Coca-Cola Company in China Distribution, Marketing and Innovation.
o Distribution: It is still a challenge in China. To date, the Coca-Cola Company
has invested $1.1 billion in China. The Coca-Cola Company has built 30 bottling
plants, and has more than 200 sales centers.
o Marketing: The company has three out of the four top brands in China
(Coca-Cola, Sprite, and Fanta). There is a fierce local competition with Chinese
low cost manufacturers who understand the Chinese consumer. The Coca-Cola
Company focuses on the "Three A's": availability, affordability and accessibility.
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o Innovation: New opportunities with non-carbonated drink lines, for example,
Nestea and bottled water.
Mr. Faa discussed the benefits to Georgia of developing a relationship with China: The
Coca-Cola Company is headquartered here and pays a significant amount of taxes and employs
many Georgians. Seventy percent of its profits come from overseas.
To continue the Coca-Cola Company's success, Mr. Faa said that Georgia must be
marketed to China. One way to do this is to help develop a competent and educated workforce
in China. He recommended promoting the Georgia University System and Emory University.
China is in a similar situation as Japan was in the 1970s in terms of foreign direct investment.
We also need to cultivate Chinese immigrant groups within Georgia. Mr. Faa said that we must
encourage Chinese companies to come to Atlanta and Georgia, and establish and make
investments here. It would also help to market Georgia as a tourist destination to China and to
offer direct flights between Atlanta and China.
Georgia Pacific

Mr. Charles Gaines is Director of Sales and Marketing, Pulp Division, Georgia-Pacific.
In the First Georgia-China Future forum, Mr. Gaines noted that fluffy pulp is the largest export
product produced from Georgia pine from South Georgia. Pulp is a $30 million product line to
China and it is growing at 5-7% annually. It is a major export product for Georgia-Pacific and
will likely continue. China is seen as an emerging market.
Mr. Evans inquired about the competitive advantage in producing fluffy pulp here versus
using China's natural resources for production. Mr. Gaines explained that Georgia pine has a
unique fiber that cannot be grown anywhere else. It creates a competitive advantage for Georgia.
The product is shipped out of Savannah. Mr. Gaines recommended that it would beneficial to
expand the Savannah port. He also suggested expanding Georgia-Pacific's presence in the
global market with help from Georgia.
AJC International, Inc.

Mr. Thierry Murad is Trading Manager with AJC International, Inc. In this role,
Mr. Murad developed food trade in China. Mr. Murad noted entry into the WTO was a positive
step in increasing the Chinese standard of living:
o The Shanghai port business is increasing.
o The demand for customer service is increasing.
o Inventory management control is increasing.
o More efficient cost controls are increasing.
Mr. Murad explained that every country has its own specifications and quality guidelines
regarding labeling, etc. China is evolving in the direction of tighter controls in this area.
Point-of-origin, ingredients, and health certifications are all some of the newer measures being
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put into place. He highlighted the importance of partnering with suppliers dedicated to doing
what is required.
Mr. Murad explained that Georgia produces more poultry than US demand. The Chinese
prefer dark meat and the US prefers white meat, so this preference helps to create an additional
outlet for dark meat. Fifteen to twenty percent of all poultry produced in the US is exported.
China is working to increase its capacity in order to meet the demands of its increasing
population, but even though this might seem like a short-term opportunity, the Chinese market is
still larger than its domestic production capabilities.
Mr. Murad explained that it takes approximately 30 days for a product to go from a
Georgia port to Hong Kong. Until recently, US producers would ship directly to Hong Kong and
have Chinese buyers take delivery from there and arrange for their own transportation from the
Hong Kong port to their final destinations. This is starting to change with shipments going
directly to mainland Chinese ports of call.
USA Poultry and Egg Export Council

Mr. Brent Danielson is Manager of Asian Promotions of USA Poultry and Egg Export
Council. Mr. Danielson indicated that Georgia is number one in poultry production in the US,
and that China is our third largest in export in poultry, with $22 million in exports in 2002.
Mr. Danielson further explained the following facts:
The exporting process to China has become easier. First, it is no longer necessary to go
through ports in Hong Kong; goods may now be shipped directly to ports in China. Second,
many buyers no longer need to put down 100% of the purchase price; a 20% to 50% down
payment has become more customary. This may be attributed to improved relationships between
importers and exporters.
Mr. Danielson also emphasized that the poultry demand in China ideally complements
the poultry demands in the US; the preferred poultry in the US is white meat (breasts), while in
China, dark meat, feet and wings are desirable.
In China, much poultry is bought on a wet (open) market. Mr. Danielson highlighted
marketing techniques that the Council has implemented to promote US poultry products, both in
wet markets, in retail outlets such as Wal-Mart China, at trade shows and at trade offices.
Mr. Danielson requested that Georgia be permitted to promote itself on its packaging. He
also encouraged the State to allocate funds to facilitate the improvement of transportation.
Shaw Industries

Mr. John Davis is Director of International Sales, Shaw Industries. Shaw Industries has
been an exporter of goods to China for a long time.
Mr. Davis explained that an emerging middle class has created a demand for upscale
residential housing materials. These factors present an opportunity for Shaw and other
companies in the industry to sell products in China. Having said this, he clarified that it is
necessary to put this in perspective because while demand has increased, there was only
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$6 million in carpet exports to China in 2002, which represents only one tenth of 1% of the
industry's total revenue. On the other hand, China's exports of carpet products to the US were
roughly $124 million for the same period.
Mr. Davis noted that one of the main challenges that the carpet industry faces today is the
emergence of a domestic carpet industry in China with a focus on machine made products. Thus,
development of machine made carpet in China is happening quickly and the need for US imports
in China will diminish.
Mr. Davis emphasized that support is necessary in the promotion of Georgia goods, in
terms of both price and quality, and that broad awareness campaigns of these Georgia-made
goods would be beneficial.

Latest figures for Georgia exports to China
In connection with the preparation of this report, Mr. Gregory Higgins-Yali, a member of
the coordinating committee, examined third quarter, 2003 trade figures compiled by the
Massachusetts Institute for Social and Economic Research ("MISER"). MISER is one of the
best sources tracking export data based on state of origin. MISER directly sources its data from
the U.S. Census Bureau.
MISER data show that third quarter, 2003 Georgia exports (all industries) to China
increased 63.23% over the same period last year (third quarter, 2002). The most significant
increases were in furniture and fixtures (699%), agricultural products (453%), nonmetallic
mineral products (311 %), food and kindred products (241 %), livestock and livestock products
(142%), and computer and electronic products (138%). Through September 2003, there have
been approximately $472 million worth of exports originating from Georgia to China.
MISER data also show that "all agricultural exports" from Georgia to China, being an
agricultural catchall that includes meats, produce, hides, livestock, dairy products, wood, animal
fat, vitamins, agricultural machinery, experienced a significant increase over last year
(95%). Through September 2003, there have been $67 million worth of "agricultural exports"
originating from Georgia to China. The more significant increases in this field are harvest
machines, odoriferous chemical compounds, prepared fruits and vegetables, cotton, meats and
meat offals, tractors, and dairy products.
"Agricultural goods" is a subset of "all agricultural exports." "Agricultural goods"
includes the following five categories: (1) food and kindred products; (2) agricultural products;
(3) fish; (4) livestock and livestock products; and (5) beverages and tobacco products. MISER
shows that the upward trend in this category is consistent with the overall increase of Georgia
exports to China. Through September 2003, there is a 288% increase in exports of "agricultural
goods" originating from Georgia to the China.

3.2

Opportunities - Distribution, logistics, and services

Increased economic relationship will also involve increased import from China. This is a
two-way street, and we should not expect, nor pretend, that we can unilaterally benefit from the
relationship. While import means, in some cases, the reduction of manufacturing jobs in the U.S.,
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it also benefits the U.S. in three ways: (1) it provides low prices for our consumers and producers,
(2) China uses the surplus to buy U.S. treasury bonds, which helps to keep the U.S. interest rate
low, and (3) it creates jobs in the U.S. in the logistics and distribution sectors. While some of
these benefits apply to everyone in the U.S., the creation of jobs in the logistics and distribution
industry presents a unique opportunity to Georgia because of Georgia's strength in this industry.

United Parcel Service
Ms. Kelly Norman is International Marketing Manager, United Parcel Service (UPS). In
the first Georgia-China Future forum, Ms. Norman indicated that the partnership between UPS
and China was established in 1998. By 2001, UPS was serving China with six weekly freight
flights directly to Shanghai. Volume of freight with China has grown 50% versus other
countries' growth of 4%. UPS's 2003 projected revenues from China are $300 million. Air
cargo demand is increasing. To China, UPS handles packages up to 150 pounds. Every day,
UPS delivers 6% of the US GDP, about 12 1/2 million packages daily. For every 40 new
packages that UPS delivers, a new US job is created.
Ms. Norman explained that there is a significant imbalance in the volume on the UPS
planes departing and arriving from the US. There are many more packages going to the US than
returning to China.
Ms. Norman explained that UPS is taking stakes in Chinese companies for package
distribution with 14 offices in China.
On the topic of incentives to offer to Georgia businesses to send their packages through
UPS to China through discounts, etc., Ms. Norman explained that UPS has hosted and will
continue to provide open and frank discussions on how it can help small companies with their
supply-chain management, which will help Georgia businesses become successful.
Ms. Norman explained that there is a tremendous awareness and appreciation of
American brands and a high degree of an entrepreneurial spirit among the Chinese. She
recommended that Georgia develop a brand and brand awareness.

Georgia Ports Authority
Mr. Byron Hock is Director of Trade Development, The Georgia Ports Authority. In his
remarks in the first Georgia-China Future Forum, Mr. Hock indicated that the Georgia Ports
Authority is a quasi-government agency; it competes with other ports around the country. It was
established in 1945 and is governed by a 13-member board. Savannah is the largest port in
Georgia, the largest in the South Atlantic coast of the United States, and is the single-largest port
in one facility in the country. The Savannah port is expanding from 8,000 feet of berth to 10,000
feet of berth and can handle the newest models of container ships. It has good access to railroads,
which are located within the port itself. The Savannah port has 14 weekly sailings to Asia. The
Savannah port is developing a relationship with the Shanghai port, which includes marketing and
communications. In addition, Mr. Hock explained these facts:
• Savannah will host a China Conference in April 2004 and it is publicized in the Asian
Trades Publication.
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• The China Shipping Company was formed by Chinese shippers. The Savannah port has
developed a relationship with this company. When this company was looking for a US
port, they went only to Savannah and did not look at other ports. This is indicative of the
value of developing long-term relationships.
• In 1995, the Savannah port was ranked 11 th in international ports worldwide.
• The Savannah port was able to take advantage of the 2002 work stoppage at the West
Coast ports by having containers diverted to Savannah. The port experienced a 95%
growth in December 2002 versus December 2001!
• Business with China is growing at a faster rate than general growth; Mr. Hock believes
that the opportunities are incredible.
Mr. Hock recommended, as a successful business strategy in conducting trade with China,
that high volume sources should be the focus.
Mr. Hock affirmed that the Georgia Ports Authority could handle growth. He explained
that expansion plans are already underway. The Savannah port's growth is outpacing other ports
on a sustained basis. There is a trade imbalance; exports are 37% versus imports of total volume.
The Coordinating committee's visit to the port of Savannah and the Dome Depot
distribution facility

If China's impact on our economy is not readily evident, then one should visit, as did the
committee, the Garden City Terminal, which is a part of the port of Savannah, Georgia. Crews
of 22 people - each called a "gang" in the port jargon - are busy loading and unloading at the
same time rows and rows of containers. Many of these containers bear Chinese characters.
Further inland, tractor trailers - most of which are operated by members of the Teamster Union line up at a gate that can accommodate 20 vehicles at the same time for customers. Not far away,
a multi-model terminal operated by both Norfolk Southern and CSX arrange these containers
into trains that head to Atlanta - and then to other parts of the country.
Now, just imagine if one third or one half of the above scene is being replaced by empty
container yard. That's what stopping trade with China will mean to Georgia's economy.
The committee reached the same conclusion in its visit of the Home Depot distribution
facility in Savannah, Georgia, which receives shipments and routes products to 300 stores in
seven southeastern states, and employs 375 local employees.
3.3

Opportunities - Investment

Commerce includes not only trade but also investment, which is also a two-way street.
While Georgia companies have invested in China, we should also position ourselves to receive
Chinese investment.
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The Deloitte Study
In his keynote address in the second Georgia-China Future forum, Clarence Kwan
indicated that a Deloitte study of four growth industries (electronic manufacturing, chemical
manufacturing, petroleum and energy, and real estate and construction) conservatively projects
that 43 [Chinese] companies in these industries will achieve sales of $200 to $600 million within
three years.
A survey of 252 Chinese companies, when asked whether they would invest overseas,
showed that 88% would expand within two years, 33% would establish a joint venture with a
foreign company; 11% would expand overseas; 14% plan overseas initial public offerings, while
19% plan to list domestically.
Mr. Kwan then examined the question, where are Chinese companies going to invest and
what criteria will they use? He concluded that 80% of 191 multi-national enterprises plan to
expand overseas in the next three years.

Market access will help Georgia overcome cost disadvantage
In early 2002, a joint study conducted by Deloitte and the Multilateral Investment
Guarantee Agency of the World Bank found that the primary reason for Chinese companies to
invest overseas is increased market access. When asked for the main reason to expand overseas,
55% of Chinese companies responded increased market access and only 17% responded
reducing operating costs. Clearly, increasing market access ranked higher than reducing costs.
Chinese companies would also invest overseas for access to resources, technology,
brands and intellectual property.
A foreign direct investment study which listed the top ten reasons for Chinese companies
locating overseas revealed that the top three factors are access to customers (77%); stable social
and political -environment (64%); and ease of doing business (54%). Cost of labor ranked eighth
or 33%; crime and safety ranked ninth (33%); and ability to hire skilled workers ranked tenth
(32%). Most people believe cost is the most important issue; however, it ranked very low on the
survey.

China Research Center and Kennesaw State University
Dr. Penny Prime is Director of the China Research Center, Professor, Department of
Economics and Finance, Michael J. Coles College of Business, Kennesaw State University. In
the first Georgia-China Future Forum, Dr. Prime highlighted three key, new developments that
characterize the rapid growth and transition that the Chinese economy is currently experiencing
and that Georgia companies can capitalize on:
o The growth of Chinese multinational companies. This is a new phenomenon for
China, and is a result of both government policy in China and a natural
outgrowth of maturing companies. Georgia can position itself as an ideal
location for some of this expected outward investment. But there is a perception
in China that the US does not necessarily welcome Chinese investment.
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Georgia would need to make its welcome clear and offer appropriate incentives,
as well as make sure Georgia is adequately marketed in China.
o China holds large foreign currency reserves totaling over $360 billion. This
foreign exchange is helping to fund the overseas investment of the new
multinationals. These resources are also allowing more Chinese custom
education programs and study delegations to study abroad, and are supporting
the purchase by Chinese companies of machinery and other inputs for their
operations. Georgia is in an excellent position with its public-private university
concentration and custom training programs for Chinese managers and
government officials already in place to continue to attract this business. It is
also an ideal time for Georgia companies to promote their exports.
o China has entered a new stage of privatization, which involves large-scale sales
of assets, including whole factories and companies, to both domestic and foreign
buyers. Georgia companies can benefit by the additional financial, legal, and
consulting business these deals entail. In addition, some companies may use this
as an entry strategy to establish a presence in China.
In response to concerns expressed about potential re-valuation of the Chinese currency,
Dr. Prime explained that there is currently in excess of $360 billion in reserve, but China needs
time to reform its banking system, so the Chinese will continue to have a significant amount of
currency for quite a while, and it will not flow freely.

The Americas Mart
Mr. George Lancaster is Managing Director, International Business Development, The
Americas Mart. Mr. Lancaster has extensive experience in wholesale trade and trade relations.
In the first Georgia-China Future forum, Mr. Lancaster provided background on the gifts
industry. China, in the gifts industry alone, exported an estimated $10 billion worth of products
to the US. A healthy percentage of it came through the GiftsMart. However, few of these
products can actually be purchased in China. Rather, American designers contract Chinese
manufacturers for goods specifically for sale in the US. Initially, this was an arms-length
business arrangement due to the availability of inexpensive Chinese production. This, however,
is changing. More and more Chinese firms are establishing operations in the US to handle the
process themselves — from opening up showrooms to investing in their own
warehousing/distribution infrastructure. Although production remains in China, Mr. Lancaster
believes that external pressures will force this situation to change and production to begin to shift
to the US.
He attributes the pressure to two forms: political and commercial. The political pressure
is from groups such as the National Association of Manufacturers regarding currency
manipulation and anti-dumping. Commercial pressure is always present in the form of
competition from increasingly tougher demands for faster product development cycles,
consistently higher quality and quicker deliveries.
Mr. Lancaster compares the current situation with China with the effort to secure
Japanese manufacturing investment in Georgia in the 1980s. He emphasizes that it is necessary
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to facilitate commerce with China proactively; the Chinese will be more entrepreneurial than the
Japanese, thus the economic activity will not be limited to large corporations. The investment
will involve a wider size range of companies, with varied levels of sophistication, but with a
greater emphasis on short-term profits. Mr. Lancaster noted that although it may take time
before we see a flood of Chinese production plants in Georgia, Chinese companies have already
begun to invest in the distribution infrastructure.
He believes that Georgia, with its container ports, airport, rail and trucking hubs,
warehousing and distribution centers and trade support services in place, provides an
unparalleled advantage for companies from China at the initial stage of investment. We must
create economic relationships now in order to ensure our position as a leading location choice for
future manufacturing investment.
Mr. Lancaster recommends that the State undertake the following short term actions:
• Package and market Georgia's strength as a distribution hub. Distribution is
critical to any and all businesses, thus our appeal is not limited to any particular
industry, product, business size, etc.
• Target specific industries that do not displace strong industrial sectors already
present in Georgia. For example, it would only be disruptive to bring in
Chinese carpet manufacturers. Good candidates are home electronics,
technology components, and computer/peripheral equipment.
• Make all state citizens aware of the Georgia-China Future initiative.
Underscore the economic and cultural benefits to offset potential negative
backlash borne of fear and ignorance.

Case Study - Haier's 45 million investment in South Carolina
Mr. John Ling is an official of the South Carolina Department of Commerce. Mr. Ling
has been successful in attracting several key Chinese investments to South Carolina, including
Haier Refrigeration, which has invested over $45 million in Camden, South Carolina, and
employs over 200 people in the plant. Mr. Ling notes all but one manager were local hires.
• Mr. Ling provided an example that South Carolina is so open to Chinese investment that
a Chinese construction company was able to successfully bid for a $25 million project to
build a local school. This demonstrates that Georgia must keep in mind that trade is a
two-way street.
• The support must be in place to assist companies in exporting their products. Georgia
must be prepared to provide officials who can travel to China with help identifying
potential vendors and suppliers on behalf of companies.
• Mr. Ling stated that it is often less expensive or more economical for a Chinese company
to do business or set up operations in the US than in China.
• Mr. Ling emphasized that doing business in China is focused on the exchange of
information, contacts and relationships. It is imperative to travel to China.
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3.4

Opportunities — Education

Education not only provides an avenue of mutual understanding, it is also an industry in
itself, representing revenue opportunities when foreign students enroll. In this regard, Georgia is
well positioned because Georgia enjoys a healthy reputation in its higher education system,
especially the University System of Georgia.
Dr. Richard Sutton is Senior Advisor for Academic Affairs and Director of International
Programs, Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia, Office of International
Education. In his remarks in the first Georgia-China Future forum, Dr. Sutton explained that the
University System of Georgia is composed of 34 institutions that enroll over 245,000 students.
The Georgia Board of Regent's commitment to international programs is perhaps the most
ambitious international education platform in the country. There are approximately 16,000
international students enrolled in Georgia colleges and universities, who contribute an estimated
$300 million each year to the state's economy. Georgia now sends nearly 4,000 students for
overseas study every year, and the Board of Regents is committed to raising that number so that
by 2007, one out of every four students graduating from a Georgia university will have the
experience of studying overseas. Last fall there were 1,850 Chinese students enrolled in the
University System of Georgia, which accounted for approximately 2% of total Chinese
enrollment in the U.S.
More than half of the 583,000 foreign students in the US come from Asia, and over
63,000 students from China are enrolled in US institutions of higher education; another 29,000
students come from Taiwan. Combined, they account for about 16% of total foreign enrollment
in the US. The total number of Chinese students in the US has increased 63% in the last 10 years.
California, New York, and Texas are the leading destinations for Chinese students. Only 6% of
Chinese citizens aged 18-24 are enrolled in any form of post-secondary education, and only a
fraction of those are coming to the US. Think what Georgia could do in delivering higher
education just to that 6 % — not to mention the other 94 % who would seek a better future
through education. Clearly there is a large and growing market for US education in China.
Out of nearly 4,000 Georgia students who studied abroad last year, only 60 students went
to China. Four Hundred Fifteen Georgia students study the Chinese language, but these courses
have been offered at only five of the 34 colleges and universities. To address this, with help
from a grant from the Department of Defense, on-line courses in Chinese have been developed
so that students anywhere (rural and urban) in Georgia can learn introductory and intermediate
Chinese. These courses can also be tailored to meet the on-demand needs of business, industry
and government. No University System of Georgia institution offers a degree major in Chinese
language.
Dr. Sutton made three recommendations:
o Education is important as a service export business in its own right, but also
creates an extremely valuable network of US-trained alumni with affinities and
connections to the places where they studied. Six percent of students in China
receive higher education. The State of Georgia could provide a service network
and a resource, and the state should actively expand our share of the education
market to strengthen our ties with China's future leaders.
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o A Georgia workforce must be developed that is knowledgeable about China,
conversant in its languages, aware of its diverse cultures, and able to give Georgia
a competitive edge in pursuing trade and development.
o The State must examine existing programs relating to Chinese studies, and must
enhance one or more of them to provide greater focus on the Chinese economy,
politics and society. The Center for European Union Studies is very successful in
enhancing Georgia's competitive position and should be used as a model in
creating a Center for Chinese Studies.
3.5

Challenge Georgia s identity in China
-

'

In his remarks at the first Georgia-China Future Forum, Mr. Bing Wang of Troutman
Sanders highlighted that Georgia has an identity problem in China and made the following
recommendations:
o Atlanta needs to be marketed as the headquarters of international companies;
o Georgia should undertake a public relations campaign in China, including
participation on a Chinese television program that showcases American cities;
o Atlanta or Georgia should pair up with a "sister" city or state in China; and,
o The Houston Rockets' draft of Yao Ming, a 7'6" Chinese basketball player, has
catapulted that city to the top of Chinese people's mind. The Hawks should
draft a Chinese basketball player.
Chinese have very little knowledge of Georgia. For instance, Mr. Clarence Kwan, before
his key note speech at the second Georgia-China Future forum, searched "Georgia" in various
forms in the Chinese language at a Chinese language Internet search engine. He observed very
few hits.
However, Georgia has some assets that, if wisely used, could boost Georgia's image in
China and elsewhere in the world. In the third Georgia-China Future forum in Athens, Mr. Xia
Lan indicated that in the Chinese province of Sichuan, people associate Georgia with former
President Jimmy Carter and his great contribution to China/US relations. They greatly
appreciate his help. People also think of Coca-Cola, as there is a Coca-Cola bottling plant in the
province. Additionally, CNN is one of the best media outlets for both domestic and international
news. Throughout the visit, the Sichuan have been impressed by the forest resources of Georgia
— there are trees everywhere!
The committee further notes that Georgia's identity problem in China is the lack of an
identity, not bad publicity. Nonetheless, Georgia should market itself more effectively.
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3.6

Challenge - new business models

Worldwide Reduction of Manufacturing Jobs
At the second meeting, Clarence Kwan explained that the decreasing number of
manufacturing jobs across the globe due to improved productivity are not micro trends rather are
macro trends, that will impact us all. In fact, because the Chinese economy rely more heavily on
the manufacturing sector, they lose more jobs than us in this process. We must address the misperception that jobs have gone to China.

Pressure to "trade-up"
Mr. Sam Williams explained in the first Georgia-China Future forum that as global trade
becomes dominant, especially with Atlanta being a potential headquarters of the global free trade
zone, in order for the US to be competitive, we must trade up within the services industry. The
US will have to go up the food chain in developing our own skills. We will need to help the
Chinese grow their manufacturing processes and train our own workers out of the low wage, low
income jobs. Opportunities for low wage jobs (i.e., manufacturing and agriculture) are doomed
from the beginning.
For example, Mr. Sam Williams provided that in today's global economy and trade,
soybean farmers will find it difficult to survive when competing head-to-head against China and
Latin America. Agricultural exports will be very affected by the WTO. We need to realize that
a global economy is upon us—and if we are to survive, we need to leverage up with education in
order to stay competitive.

Shrinking role of "middle man"
Mr. James Tilghman's Division of Mohawk Industries is the leader for Mohawk in
developing business with China. Mr. Tilghman explained that retailers are going to the same
manufacturers in China, and can buy at the same prices, so Mohawk is experiencing a loss of
profit in Georgia. He expressed concern about the transport time from Georgia; it takes 35 days
from Georgia, compared to only 11 days plus rail time from the West Coast. Mr. Tilghman
highlighted that there is tremendous opportunity in China, but there is also significant potential
risk. He recommended that the legislature support ports and rail yards to decrease the transfer
time in transporting products to ports.
Mr. George Lancaster also explained that the Chinese manufacturers are becoming more
sophisticated and they increasingly work with the end-buyers in the U.S. and try to bypass
distributors in the middle
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Intellectual property
Mr. John Davis of Shaw Industries highlighted that his industry depends on intellectual
property protections, and that China has a significant problem with infringement, enforcement
and remedial measures. He is, however, optimistic that the situation will improve.
Mr. Bing Wang of Troutman Sanders addressed concerns expressed about lack of
enforcement of intellectual property law. He explained that in China, local governments do not
understand intellectual property rights. He recommended that, because it will take time for
Chinese officials to address and resolve this problem, US companies must protect themselves by
registering their intellectual property before going to China. He emphasized that even though the
system in China is slow, if intellectual property is registered, the court system is a deterrent to
intellectual property violations. In addition, there are private agencies that will conduct
investigations for large companies who have intellectual property enforcement concerns.

3.7

Other challenges and opportunities

While the opportunities presented by China is overwhelming, the committee also notes
that there are areas where Georgia has not realized its full potential.

Tourism industry
In the second Georgia-China Future forum, Mr. Dan Rowe, President of the Georgia
Tourism Alliance, indicated that tourism is a 14 billion industry in Georgia. In the third GeorgiaChina Future forum, the committee inquired Mr. Xia Lan from Sichuan province if there was
interest in developing tourism to the US. Mr. Lan indicated that there is much interest on the
part of the Chinese people in traveling to the US, but it is so hard to get a US visa that most
investors and tourists are scared off from even trying.

Delta Airlines
The committee notes that even though Delta Airlines has tried hard to win the permission
to operate a passenger air route to China, it currently does not have permission to fly such a route.
Instead, it could only form a code-sharing alliance with one of China's carriers who operates
scheduled flights to the southern Chinese city of Guangzhou.
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4.

SOWING PROSPERITY - A SURVEY OF NATIONAL BEST PRACTICES OF
TRADE AND INVESTMENT PROMOTION

To make its recommendations, the committee must examine a wide variety of possible
actions and methods, and try to weigh the feasibility, costs and benefits of each. The practices
examined by the committee are numerous; Georgia simply is not able to do everything that is
possible. The committee, therefore, must distill the best practice to be recommended to the
Governor in Chapter 5. This Chapter surveys the various national best practices in the promotion
of China cross-trade and investment.

4.1

Relationship and partnership building

Relationship and partnership building includes making office visits and creating alliances
with public and private entities in the U.S. and China.

Consulate office
In the first Georgia-China Future forum, Mr. Sam Williams indicated that Atlanta must
be the home of the next Chinese Consulate. In addition, Mr. Sam Williams shared his insights
regarding the key factors for doing business with China. Through his experience, he has
determined that patience and building personal relationships are the two key factors necessary to
successfully conduct business in China. Mr. Clarence Kwan suggested that Georgia not only
pursue this effort, but also look at it from a business development perspective

Sister city
Throughout the three forums, many attendees suggested a "sister city" or similar program.

Protocol office
Ms. Kathe Falls indicated that the GDITT is in the process of establishing an
international protocol office. This should help the "personal" side of relationship building.

Delegation
In the second Georgia-China Future Forum, the presenters discussed the organization of a
Georgia delegation to China. Ms. Lani Wong indicated that in 2002 a Leadership Atlanta
delegation was well received in China. It was recommended that there should be a business
delegation. It is also recommended that visits should be two-way. Mr. Jianbin Li told the
steering committee members the secretary of state of Texas visited china three times during the
past year, and the mayor of Houston visited China twice, in 1999 and in 2002. He indicated that
as a result China has established two "Houston enterprise zones" till now that give special
benefits to Texas companies.
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It was suggested that the Governor should head the Georgia delegation. Mr. Dex Shi, a
local businessman who owns a company in China, in his notes submitted to the committee,
indicated that we should perform a lot of foundational work before a gubernatorial visit could be
effective.
G-8 Summit

G-8, or the "Group of 8," refers to the group of the world's most developed nations. A
G-8 summit will be held in Sea Island, Georgia in June, 2004. Although China is not officially a
member of the "G-8," George W. Bush, the host of the 2004 G-8 summit, is likely to invite the
Chinese president or vice president to attend the G-8 meeting. It is therefore anticipated that
China is likely to send a delegation, to be headed either by its president or vice president, to
attend. Georgia should market itself before and after the meetings. Senator Zamarripa indicated
that such a meeting could take the form of a conference with the Chinese president and the CEOs
of Georgia's top 100 companies.
Establish Agency

It was suggested that Georgia should establish an agency in China. Mr. Dex Shi
indicated that there should be two people - one in China to scout Chinese business opportunities,
one in Georgia to provide contacts, gather facts, and prepare materials in Georgia. These roles
can be reversed when projects initiate from Georgia.
Mr. Xia Lan is a government official of the Department of Foreign Trade and Economic
Cooperation of Sichuan province, China. Mr. Lan indicated that such an office would be very
helpful. Italy and Japan have similar offices in Sichuan Province to provide information. Local
governments constantly hold regular meetings to promote local businesses, so the office could
attend the meetings to learn and discover potential business opportunities. The office could
promote production opportunities for Georgia. The office could function as a bridge between the
province and Georgia.
Conference

The committee asked Mr. Xia Lan, if we want people in China and in Sichuan Province
to learn more about Georgia, how do you recommend that we do that? Mr. Lan indicated that
Georgia could hold a promotional conference about technology from Georgia. Another state
held a successful conference last September. Also, send top leaders to the province to generate
interest in Georgia. Hold meetings to introduce Georgia products to the province.
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Education as a tool of relationship building - Georgia alumni

There are a large number of Chinese students in Georgia. In addition, there is also
"leadership training" involving high-level Chinese officials in Georgia every year. There should
be a China alumni program across all universities and companies.
Collocation of business and academies

Business delegations can "piggy-back" on visits that are already arranged in connection
with educational exchanges.
Internship Programs

Mr. Gregory Higgins-Yali suggested that we can conduct internship programs for
Chinese officials or trainees to work at Georgia government agencies and create opportunity for
Georgia officials or trainees to work at Chinese governmental agencies. This will boost mutual
understanding as well as establishing close personal relationships. We should also pay visits to
those Chinese government officials who are already here attending the year-long training
programs at Kennesaw State University.
4.2

Image strengthening

Image strengthening involves advertising, public relations, participating in trade shows
and cultivating interest by journalists. It is imperative to ensure that the company that we are
trying to attract knows who we are.
Branding and Marketing Georgia - Georgia's strengths

Although many presenters concluded that Georgia suffers a lack of identity in Chain, the
committee noted that Georgia also possesses many strengths that, if leveraged in the right way,
can help market Georgia. These include:
Atlanta as a thriving city and the site of the 1996 Olympics
Georgia's capacity as a logistics and distribution center
The Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport as an international gateway
Mobile/telecommunications (a recent survey ranks Atlanta as the number one
metro area in the nation in the percentage of wireless services subscribers)
Other telecommunications advantage, such as fiber optics
Atlanta is an immigration gateway
Georgia's tourism resources
"Southern hospitality"
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Headquarter of many Fortune 500 companies.
Education
Branding and marketing Georgia - Georgia brands

The committee recognizes that Georgia already possesses many strong "brands" that can
be utilized. The committee acknowledges that the Governor's office is investigating possible
consolidation of some of the states identity and communications strategies.
• "Georgia on my Mind" is a good brand
• "Georgia Grown" promoted by the Georgia Department of Agriculture
• Jimmy Carter and the Carter Center- the committee notes that in the Chinese mindset,
Jimmy Carter was not "a" former U.S. president, but "the" president in whose term
the two countries established diplomatic relationship
1996 Olympics
• Gone with the Wind

Georgia Corporations such as the Coca-Cola Company, United Parcel Service, Home
Depot, Delta Airlines, and Georgia Pacific. Mr. Dex Shi suggested promotion can
sometimes be achieved by very low cost. For example, UPS recently built an
elementary school in Hebei province, China. It would not cost UPS any additional
money if it simply mentions that UPS is a Georgia company and Georgia is a great
place. This would go a long way among the locals.
The CDC has also become well known in China due to the SARS epidemic in the
greater China area in 2003.
Branding and marketing Georgia - Methods

The following methods were mentioned to strengthen Georgia's image:
Promote Georgia's corporations
CEO Cup - Georgia's CEOs paying Golf against CEOs of world companies
Mail Campaign — Georgia doesn't have to market itself all over China; it only need to
market itself to CEOs of China's top 1000 state-owned companies and top 100
private companies; lists of these executives should be easily accessible.
Establish an agency in China
Interactive kiosk with Georgia information, especially business information
Placing promotional materials in Sky Lounges and Crown Rooms
• Placing promotional materials in hotels
Translate promotional materials into Mandarin
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Education

In the first Georgia-China Future forum, Mr. Sam Williams recommended that we take
advantage of our university systems to address and combat China's lack of knowledge about
Georgia and Georgia's lack of knowledge about China. Our students need to study and
understand China and its trade. We need to take a long-term view. We must not be afraid of the
Chinese market.
The Internet

When asked about the impact of the Internet on promotion of Georgia's image, the
presenters at the second Georgia-China Future forum indicated that it would be huge. They
emphasized that Georgia's website needs to be attractive. Georgia needs a China-focused web
site to have Chinese language contents. This is because one of Georgia's attractiveness to the
Chinese population is Georgia's higher education institutions. Its targeted audience is the
Chinese youths, who utilize the Internet heavily.
4.3

Investment targeting and generation

Investment targeting and generation include identifying potential sectors and investors,
investor forums, direct mailing, and specific target presentations. Mr. Clarence Kwan urged
Georgia to use a "phase-in approach" which targets selected industries and selected Chinese
provinces.
Georgia's Strengths

Georgia could target those industries that are among its strengths. This includes:
o Logistics
o Marketing
o Distribution
Academic Programs

Programs in Georgia's higher education institutes may also help identify targeted
industry. This may include:
- Engineering connections with Georgia Institute of Technology
- Kennesaw State University — Custom training cross industry
- University of Georgia — Custom training
- Healthcare training with China
- The Andrew Young School of Policy Studies at Georgia State University
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Unique offering
Georgia has unique offerings to China. Agriculture, including pecans, peanuts, and
poultry, is a $1.5 billion industry. Georgia also occupies a unique position in logistics and
distribution.

Georgia's strengths from a Chinese perspective
Mr. Xia Lan told the committee that the following could be potential opportunities:
• Production of automobile parts; there is a huge market in China of people who want to
buy cars.
• Education; the Sichuan delegation is very impressed by the University of Georgia
facility, and there are more and more Chinese students coming to the US to study.
Agencies must be established to facilitate study abroad programs.
• Water resource management facilities and pollution control
• Hydroelectricity production
• Power companies
• Agricultural technology

Technology
Georgia is strong on the technology frontier and the biotech sector is growing. There
are concerns about sharing, though, so we must proceed carefully.

Geographic targets
At various times, the following Chinese provinces have been suggested to be Georgia's
target as sister states/provinces:
o Jiangsu - a coastal province with a high percentage of foreign investment;
recommended by Clarence Kwan among others; the Board of Regents of the
University System of Georgia has formal relationship with Jiangsu province.
o Sichuan - an in-land province with a big population base and frequent delegations
to Georgia; the committee had a chance to interact with its officials; University of
Georgia also has close tie to the province
o Hebei: several local business people have ties to this province; the province
targets logistics as one of its industries; United Parcel Service has projects and
built elementary schools in this province.
The committee recommends that we start our study on which one or more of these
locations to consider, and the procedures to promote the process.
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4.4

Investor facilitation and servicing

This involves providing information, "one-stop shop" services to expedite approval
process, assisting in obtaining sites, and utilities.
Clarence Kwan indicated that creating an enabling environment has become a major
theme. The key is creating an environment in which a country can benefit from spill-over direct
investment. Mexico, for example, did not capitalize on the spill-over effect of foreign direct
investment. When the foreign direct investment pulled out, Mexico suffered.

Free Trade Zone
Mr. Kwan used the creation of a free trade zone for packing Chinese consumer goods as
an illustration of this strategy.
• We would receive bulk shipments of consumer products, especially electronic products,
from China.
• Provide warehousing and "just-in-time" distribution.
• Ship the packaged goods and point-of-sale materials domestically or internationally,
especially South America.
• Collaborate on research and development for innovative packaging, marketing and
distribution methods.
• Provide education and development programs on packaging, distributing, marketing, and
other related matters.
Mr. Kwan summarized the potential benefits of a free trade zone for packing Chinese
consumer goods as follows:
• To Chinese manufacturers:
o Minimizes shipping costs by exporting finished goods and importing packaging
materials.
o Expands their value proposition by staying closer to end customers and improving
product appeal.
o Partner for brand improvement of Chinese products
• To the State of Georgia:
o Increased port traffic.
o Leverages its strength in the paper industry.
o Builds a niche reputation for its educational institutions.
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"De-con Centers"
Mr. Tim Evans indicated that the concept of "de-consolidation centers", or "de-con
centers," is a trend in trade practice. The "free trade zone" is an example of this idea. Another
example is Home Depot's distribution facility in Savannah, which the committee visited.

Louisiana Free Port
Both Consul Jianbin Li and Mr. Dex Shi mentioned the Louisiana "free port." The free
port was marketed in China as a way to avoid quota and anti-dumping issues. Mr. Shi urged the
state to study whether this anti-dumping avoidance method is indeed effective, as well as the
legal requirements to ensure such effectiveness and indicated that it will attract a large number of
Chinese companies to locate their assembly facilities here.

Tax Incentives
In the third Georgia-China Future forum in Athens, a member of the audience indicated
that in China special economic zones offered tax reductions to foreign investors. Mr. Tim Evans
indicated that Georgia has investment incentives. They range from statutory incentives based on
job creation and investment to local community incentives. Georgia's incentives are available
for everyone. Georgia should promote the awareness of such existing incentives.

4.5

Policy advocacy

Policy advocacy includes: surveying the private sector, participating in task forces,
policy and legal proposals, and lobbying. It also includes the generation of grass root support of
favorable policies toward foreign trade and investment.

Potential Topics
The committee discussed the following topics as potential focuses of policy advocacy:
To improve Georgia's enabling environment to offer more incentive to Chinese investors
To educate the general public to address "anti-foreign trade and investment" sentiment
Reduce trade and investment barriers
Tax
Promote "business friendly" environment
The committee was reminded of banking laws in Georgia in the 1970s and 1980s. Major
banks consolidated to Charlotte, North Carolina as a result of Georgia's restrictive banking law
in effect at the time.
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Creating a welcoming environment - general
Creating an enabling environment involves making Georgia attractive and desirable for
businesses to come and locate. This can be achieved through ensuring that policy, laws and
regulations, investment protection, and taxes are business-friendly and ensuring the business
infrastructure is in place. Creating an enabling environment also includes focusing on quality of
life and diversity issues.
One of the aims of policy advocacy is to create a welcoming environment. GDITT's
proposed protocol office will be a good start.
There should also be uniform means of consumer access (driver's license, real estate,
utilities, etc.) for foreign nationals

Creating a welcoming environment - cultural political and diplomatic sensitivity
issues
,

Clarence Kwan suggested when China launched its manned spacecraft, if someone from
Georgia sent a congratulation message, it would go a long way.
Lani Wong indicated that Chinese nationals are very sensitive about the Taiwan issue,
which includes historical, security, and many other issues that the American public may not fully
appreciate. For example, if someone walks in to one of our city halls and sees a Taiwanese flag
instead of a Chinese flag, it will send a strong message that Chinese are not welcome.
Clarence Kwan indicated that if a Chinese map does not include Taiwan, it will cause the
same concern.
Lani Wong observed that there may still be early resolutions recognizing Taiwan in
contrary to the official U.S. policy, and that some other states have reversed such resolutions in
recent years. Senator Sam Zamarripa indicated that the "one China" policy is the official policy
of the United States, and that it is not the intention of the State Georgia - at least not the current
leadership - to deviate from that official U.S. policy.
John Garver indicated that Taiwan is the only issue that could potentially torpedo the
relationship between US and China. As a state, we must follow US foreign policy. Georgia
could, however, acknowledge the Chinese position that Taiwan is a part of China. Phil Bolton
suggested that there are also Taiwanese companies doing business in Georgia. If Georgia is
going to take a position, instead of taking a confrontational approach, it may consider a milder
measure.
4.6

Active participation from the private sector

Necessity
It is noted that private sector participation is necessary because of the government's fiscal
constraints. Private companies can provide resources (including budget and people) in this
process. It will help us in the speed to market in the global economy.
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Small and medium companies
The GDITT and the Department of Agriculture are set up to assist small and medium
sized businesses. Any China-related commerce promotion initiative establishing would be
directed primarily at small and medium businesses as well, although large corporations may also
benefit from such an initiative.

Non-government organizations
Non-government organizations should also play an import role. For example, the
following organizations are well positioned to help the state:
o Metro Atlanta Chamber of Commerce
o National Association of Chinese Americans
o Chinese Business Association of Atlanta
o Association of Chinese Professionals

4.7

Support from the top public official

Support from the top public official of the country or region is important to attract
investment and trade. The future organization should be a government-led private/public
initiative. Clarence Kwan indicated that this is especially true for attracting Chinese business
because in the Chinese culture, people respect and trust government authority. To win business
of certain size and level, a delegation including the Governor may be essential.
While getting support, the promotion agency must also be independent of the existing
bureaucracy.

4.8

The 2008 Olympics

George Herschler, the Communications Firm Director, is working on a plan. He will
invite the Chair of the Beijing Games to Atlanta.

4.9

Regional approach

George Brown, executive director Georgia Council for International Visitors, inquired: is
there any merit in projecting a regional or national role for Georgia, rather than a state focus?
(i.e. Should Georgia go it alone or build a coalition of southeastern states?) Examine, for
example, the possibility of the promotion of a "Southeast gateway."
Mr. Tim Evans indicated a coalition would be very successful. We should use the
Southeast U.S-Japan coalition as a model. Governor Busbee employed a southeastern regional
coalition approach in 1975 between the southeastern states and Japan. However, regional
cooperation is rare, especially in academia.
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The committee concludes that Georgia should go ahead and do what it can and let other
states join if they so wish. This approach would secure Georgia's leadership role and is also
appropriate because we have to act now.
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5. CLAIMING THE FUTURE - RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION
The committee concludes that Georgia must establish a quasi-public organization to take
the lead to implement carefully-selected projects to take advantage of the opportunity presented
by China. The proposed organization will not perform all related tasks, but will unify and lead
the various existing organizations and resources who will.

5.1

The Organization
The proposed organization will have the following characteristics:

Mission
The organization will continue to find ways inside and outside of the government to
develop long-term, strategic view on how Georgia and the Southeast can leverage and benefit
from commerce with China. The organization will be a unified front of many established
commercial, political, diplomatic, academic, and personal ties, and will lead and augment, but
not replace or perform the functions of, existing groups, organizations, offices or agencies.

Stakeholders
The committee believes that the proposed organization will be an umbrella organization
that can coordinate with all of the other groups, organizations, offices, or agencies. Its
stakeholders will include:
Stakeholder
The Governor

The host

Governmental agencies.

Counselor, advisor

The General Assembly

Partner

Academia, to include the
Board of regents

Partner/advisor

Private Corporations

Sponsor and beneficiary

NGOs

Varies

Description
The Governor should use his power and
influence to invite the relevant parties to
participate
Both the GDITT and the Georgia
Department of Agriculture have many years
of real-world experience in promoting
commerce.
The General Assembly's assistance in
attracting the FTAA secretariat may
demonstrate its role.
Various institutions already possess a
tremendous amount of knowledge about
China.
Private Corporations will serve both as
sponsors to (at least in part) fund the
initiative and as beneficiary of a healthy
environment for commerce.
Some community leaders can serve as
advisors; others have provided, and will
continue to provide, the necessary human
resource to make this project a success

Role
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Role and relationship with existing organization
The committee believes that the proposed forum will enable and foster multi-uses of
existing resources, and can serve as a unified "front" for the many existing groups, organizations,
offices, and agencies. It is not intended to replace any existing resource (such as GDITT), but
rather to augment all of them, and create synergy.

Guiding principles
The proposed organization will operate under the following guiding principles:
o It is about commerce, including not only in-bound and out-bound trade, but also
in-bound and out-bound investment, as well as services (including, any other
areas, logistics, distribution, and the "de-con" centers).
o It would augment the GDITT and the Georgia Department of Agriculture, and
will add additional value and strength to these two agencies,
o It will focus on greater China
o It will be project-driven

5.2

The projects

The committee examined the various projects proposed by various experts and discussed
in Chapter 4, and concludes that initially (in 2004) the proposed organization should focus its
efforts on the following important projects, with a view towards evaluating and performing
additional projects in the future:

Consulate office
The proposed organization should assess what is involved in securing the establishment
of a Chinese consulate general's office in Georgia. Although the actual establishment of such an
office will depend, in part, on the support of the United States State Department and may not be
entirely within the control of our state, the organization should perform the following task in
2004:
o Determine what Georgia can do within the framework of the United States Constitution
to express its assessment that the establishment of an additional Chinese consulate
general's office in the Southeast Untied States is in the best interest of the United States
and its corporate and individual citizens.
o Assess what Georgia must do to position itself such that, should such an office become
possible, that it will be located in Georgia.
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Logistics and distribution
The proposed organization will study how to expand Georgia's logistics and distribution
industry in connection with the increased China economic impact and business relationship.
This will include the establishment of additional air, ocean, and inland transportation routes,
including possible additional air passenger route to Beijing or Shanghai to be operated by Delta
Airlines.

High level conference or event
During 2004, the proposed organization will host at least one high level conference or
event aimed at relationship building. This may take the form of a conference with high-level U.S.
and Chinese official, such as the one recently held at Texas A & M University under the auspices
of the George H. W. Bush Presidential library attended by former President George Bush,
Former Secretary of State James Baker, Secretary of State Colin Powell, and Former Chinese
Foreign Minister and Vice Premier Qian Qichen. The committee notes that a similar event in
Georgia may be held under the auspices of the Carter Center.
The high-level event may also take the form of a visit by the Chinese President Hu Jintao
to Atlanta if Mr. Hu is invited and attends the G-8 Summit in Sea Island, Georgia in 2004.

Market search and sister city
The proposed organization will study the industrial and geographic markets in China to
target the right elements of the Chinese business sector. If Georgia were to establish a sister city
or province relationship with a Chinese counterpart, such a study will help us understand which
Chinese city or province will provide synergy to Georgia. Such activities may be conducted by
academic or research institutions at the request of the proposed organization.

Communication strategy
The proposed organization will study a long term strategy to promote Georgia's identity
in China. The results of such a study may have broader applications in connection with the
promotion of Georgia's identity in other world markets.
The committee believes that all of the foregoing projects are galvanizers to unite
Georgia's different institutions. They are catalysts to advance Georgia to a new level. The
committee further believes that all of these projects have long-term implications, yet they have
realistic elements that require our immediate action. The committee firmly believes that the
Governor should act immediately to convene the various stakeholders within the state and to set
the projects in motion, after which much will be done by the other stakeholders.

5.3

The business case

Four factors played an important role in the committee's reaching its conclusion and
making its recommendations:
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Size - due to the size of China and its economy, any mistake that we make will cost us
more; Georgia simply cannot afford to lose out on the business opportunity that China presents,
whether due to non-action or due to adopting a wrong approach.
Urgency - due to the compressed and accelerated business cycle fueled by technological
advances, the window of opportunity for Georgia to position itself will be short, and we do not
have 30 years to waste. If we do not act now, then we may be left behind for a long time.
Low incremental cost - Georgia's foot is already in China. We have many of our top
businesses who are already reaping benefits from China, wonderful research recourses, and
perhaps the best community resources in the Southeast. It will not cost the state government a
tremendous amount of incremental investment. It will require the government to be proactive
and to lead.
Risk of not acting - Because of Georgia's heavy weight on the transportation, distribution,
logistics, telecommunications, and services industry, if we lose out on the China opportunity,
then we may also lose what we already have.
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Appendix B -

Senate Resolution 225
By: Senators Zamarripa of the 36th, Johnson of the 1st, Kemp of the 3rd, Bulloch of the 11th,
Meyer von Bremen of the 12th and others

A RESOLUTION
Urging the State of Georgia to study and put forward a strategic business framework for
increasing trade with China by creating a public private forum to analyze our current situation,
establish the economic value of a strategy and recommend the best possible course of action for
the future; and for other purposes.

WHEREAS, United States goods exported to China equaled $22.05 billion in 2002 and goods
imported to the United States from China in 2002 totaled $125.17 billion in the same year; and
WHEREAS, China's most favored nation status and recent financial reforms have established
the foundation for a pro-business environment in the country that opens up valuable
opportunities for trade with Georgia; and
WHEREAS, Georgia is an international community and our future economic success depends
on the state providing the infrastructure for Georgia businesses to effectively compete for global
trade, foreign investment, and commerce; and
WHEREAS, Georgia's national ranking per capita in total value of exports to China was 26th in
the year 2000 and increased trade with China would have a direct and compelling economic
benefit to every key community and business sector in Georgia; and
WHEREAS, students from China make up the second largest number of international students
in the University System of Georgia; and
WHEREAS, two major cities in Georgia, Savannah and Atlanta, rank first and third respectively,
as the most logistics friendly cities in the United States; and

WHEREAS, Georgia's largest employers and global companies provide our state a competitive
advantage in seeking more efficient trade with China: Delta Airlines transports more passengers
worldwide than any other airline and includes China Southern as a worldwide partner; Home
Depot, the world's largest home improvement store, has two offices in China and China is the
largest source of imported products for the company; UPS provides global distribution, logistics,
and information services; BellSouth is a leading global communications company that provides
all telecommunications services to the Shanghai Centre, one of China's largest multiuse real
estate projects; The Coca-Cola Company, the undisputed soft drink brand leader in the world,
has an extensive business and investment history with China that dates back to 1927 and
currently has 24 bottling companies and 28 bottling plants in China; CNN is the leading news
and communications company that broadcasts around the world from our capital city. These
companies, their employees, and the citizens of Georgia would benefit from the increased sale of
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goods and services to China; and
WHEREAS, increased trade with China will have significant economic impact on all regions of
the state and in all key business sectors including: poultry, agriculture, livestock, construction,
non-apparel textiles, apparel manufacturing, paper products, nonmetallic mineral manufacturing,
wood products, hospitality and tourism, banking, communications, legal services, and other
service industries; and
WHEREAS, Georgia's universities have become increasingly global and will provide Georgia
with an important advantage in the effort to create better trade relations with China, and as the
enrollment of international students increases, bonds can be formed through Chinese students
that would give Georgia companies the inside track for trade; and
WHEREAS, three of the top five states ranked for the total value of exports to China have
research institutes or centers that engage in studying trade with China.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE that this body asserts that it is

in the best interest of Georgia to more fully understand the breadth and scope of China's cultural,
political, and economic landscape.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this understanding must be the result of a focused strategic

business and economic analysis of Georgia's current exports to and imports from China, the
scope and size of the market opportunity for Georgia companies for exports to and imports from
China, and, finally, the best possible public and private strategy to expand Georgia's exports to
and imports from China.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the strategic business and economic analysis should be a
partnership between public and private sectors that is led by senior representatives of Georgia's
leading corporations with the full cooperation of Georgia's academic institutions and appropriate
government agencies.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this public and private partnership should convene a series

of forums to pursue the business and economic analysis and provide written recommendations to
the Governor and the State Senate no later than December 1, 2003.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a coordinating committee shall be appointed to plan the

time lines, locations, and process for the strategic business and economic analysis; one member
appointed by the Governor, two members by the Lt. Governor, two members by the President
Pro Tempore; one member from the Commissioner of Industry and Trade; and one member from
the Department of Agriculture.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this initiative will be called "The Georgia China Future."
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this body urges the members of The Georgia China Future
to communicate its intent to create a long-term strategic framework for trade, business
development, and cultural and academic exchanges between Georgia and China to
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representatives of the Chinese government, to the United States government through the
Department of Commerce and the State Department, and to all NGOs in Georgia that study and
promote trade with China.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed to

transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to the Honorable Sonny Perdue, Governor.
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Appendix C - Making a Win-Win Connection - Cross - Investment and Trade
by Clarence Kwan, Deputy Managing Partner, Chinese Services Group
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Appendix D - News coverage on Georgia-China Future
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